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Introduction                                                                             

Guar gum, a high-molecular weight water-soluble 
nonionic natural polysaccharide, is extracted from 
the refined endosperm of cluster bean seeds [1,2]. 
Chemically classified as galactomannan, it made 
of a straight chain of D mannose units linked  by 
β (1-4) glycosides and bears a single D-galactose 
unit on approximately every alternate mannose, 
joined to it by an α(1-6) glycoside  linkage [3-5]. 
Guar is grown in India and Australia, with small 

corps in USA, China, Pakistan and Africa. India 
produces 1-1.25 million tons of guar per year, and 
nearly 80% of world guar production [6]. Due to 
their unique rheology properties, low cost, easy 
availability, non-toxicity and biodegradability, 
guar gum and its derivatives have been widely 
used in industrial applications [7] such as food 
[8], textile [9], cosmetics[10], paper  [11], oil 
well drilling [12], water treatment [13] and 
pharmaceutical industry [14, 15].

THE present study evaluated the possibility to form thin film of cationic guar gum (CGG) 
associated with poly (carboxylic acid) such as carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and 

poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) through layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly. The thin film thickness 
and morphology show dependence on pH value, ionic strength and temperature. For pH 3 
to pH 4 CGG and poly (carboxylic acids) assemble and form thin film through LbL. For 
neutral pH region and high pH values CGG and poly (carboxylic acids) do not interacted. 
In contrast to synthetic polyelectrolyte complex thin film, such as polystyrene sulfonate 
(PSS)/ poly (diallyldimethylammoniumchloride) (PDDA) and PSS/ poly (allylamine 
hydrochloride) (PAH), the LbL assembly of CGG/CMC and CGG/PAA take place only  at low 
salt concentrations. Deposition at high temperature (up to 60°C) results thicker CGG/ poly 
(carboxylic acids) films.

Keywords: Cationic guar gum, poly (carboxylic acid), polymer complex, layer-by-layer 
assembly.
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In the early 1990’s, Decher et al. developed 
a simple but effective way to prepare ultrathin 
polyelectrolyte multilayer film via layer-by-
layer (LbL) assembly [16,17]. Polyelectrolyte 
multilayers (PEMs) have received extensive 
attention in the past decade due to their promising 
applications in very diverse fields[18] such 
as chemical sensors [19] optical devices [20], 
biosensors [21] light-emitting diodes[21], 
biomedical coatings [22-24], Antioxidative and 
Antibacterial Self-Healing [25]. The driving 
force for the LbL assembly of oppositely charged 
polyelectrolyte chains is mainly attributed to 
the electrostatic interactions [17]. However LbL 
can also be fabricated based on other molecular 
interactions, e.g. hydrogen bonds [26-28], covalent 
chemical bonds [29], coordinate bonding [30], 
charge transfer interactions [31], and hydrophobic 
interactions [32], which have greatly widened the 
scope of LbL assembly.

Although guar gum is easily soluble in water, 
it is not suitable as such to fabricate thin film via 
LbL assembly based on electrostatic interaction 
or hydrogen bonding. Guar gum is considered 
as non-ionic polysaccharide which precludes 
electrostatic interaction. Due to strong hydration 
of the guar gum and its ability to form hydrogen 
bonding with water [8], fabrication of thin films 
based on hydrogen bonding is not possible. 
Nonetheless Guar gum can be modified so as to 
be suitable for the LbL assembly technique.

Many researchers attempted modification of 
guar gum [33] like carboxymethylation [5, 34, 
35], methylation [36], cationic guar gum [4] etc. 
In cationic guar gum (CGG) the hydroxyl groups 
are replaced with trimethyl ammonium groups. 

It is excellent non-gelling thickener, viscosity, 
foam enhancer and volume. With its ammonium 
groups, it carries a net positive charge and can 
be easily assembled with other anions polymers 
[37, 38]. 

Kuar et al. prepared domperidone bioadhesive 
films of CGG and xanthan gum (XG) via 
interpolymer complex [37]. Moin et al. organized 
polyelectrolyte complex micro particles of CGG 
and xanthan gum and investigated the controlled 
drug release from the CGG/XG complex [38].Wu 
et al. reviewed the research work on LbL assembly 
involving cationic guar gum. They studied the 
effect of ionic strength on the assembly behavior 
of cationic guar with sulfated chitosan (SC) and 
poly (sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) [18] and the 
subsequent the protein adsorption onto those 
polyelectrolyte multilayer [39].

In practice CGG is used in food industry and 
pharmaceutical applications such as drug delivery 
and protein adsorption. An alternative application 
which would be to build thin films of CGG and 
poly (carboxylic acids) (CMC & PAA) for anti-
fogging and anti-frosting properties.

In this context the present contribution 
explores how solution parameters such as(pH 
value, ionic strength and temperature) influences 
the LbL assembly behavior of cationic guar 
gum and poly (carboxylic acids) such as 
carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and poly (acrylic 
acids) (PAA). It indicates that the thickness 
growth of the CGG/ poly (carboxylic acids)  film 
exhibits a differentdependence on ionic strength 
and pH value compared with films of synthetic 
polyelectrolyte pairs.

Schema 1. Chemical structure of CGG, CMC and PAA.
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Experimental Section                                                        

Materials
Cationicguar gum (CGG) (the viscosity of a1.0 

wt% water solution is ~ 3000 mPa·s , DS=1.2) 
(by Yan Cheng Xin Yuen Chemical Co. Ltd), 
carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC, the viscosity of 
2.0 wt. %water solution is ~ 550 mPa·s at pH = 
6.15) (Sino Pharm Chemical Reagent) [40] and 
Poly acrylic acid (PAA, Mw = 450000) (Sigma-
Aldrich) were utilized without further purification. 
Further reactants and solvents were hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) (Sino Pharm Chemical Reagent), 
sulfuric acid (98 wt. %), sodium hydroxide 
(NaOH) (Shanghai Ling Feng Chemical Reagent) 
and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 36.5 wt. %) (Ping Hu 
chemical). Deionized water (DI) was used in all 
aqueous solutions and rinsing procedures. 

Thin Film Preparation. 
Assembly solutions (CGG, CMC and PAA) 

were prepared at the 1mg/ml concentration. The 
pH values of the assembly and rinsing solutions 
were monitored with pH meter (SevenMulti, 
Mettler Toledo) and adjusted with HCl and NaOH.
The thin films were deposited on the substrates 
of quartz slides or silicon wafers. Before film 
deposition the substrates were cut into the desired 
dimension (1.2 cm × 4.5 cm), and were cleaned 
by immersing into piranha solution (H2SO4/H2O2, 
v/v, 7:3) for 30 minutes, rinsed with DI water 
and dried with nitrogen. The LbL assembly was 
conducted with an automatic dipping machine 
(KejingAuto Instrument, Shenyang) with dipping 
times in the CGG solution and thepoly (carboxylic 
acids) (CMC, PAA) of 4 min alternatively, 
followed by three-times-rinsing (1 min each) 
in separates bins to remove the excess polymer, 
using deionized water at the polymer solution pH. 
The ionic strength of the assemblingsolution was 
adjusted by adding NaCl. The temperature was 
controlled by a water bath[40].

Characterization 
Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy. 
The UV-visible spectra of the films deposited 

on quartz substrates were obtained using a 
Shimadzu UV-2550 spectrophotometer.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-
IR)

The films were deposited on silicon slides 
and characterized with a Nicolet 8700 FT-IR 
spectrometer. Blank silicon wafer was used as 
background.

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
QCM chips were modified using 5 mM 

3-mercaptopropionic acidsolution in ethanol. A 
dry chip was mounted inflow-through modules 
to establish a reference zero baseline. The 
resonance frequencies were monitored at the 
third overtone number. The QCM technique 
consists of measuring the change of the resonance 
frequency of a quartz crystal (Δf) [45], which is 
induced by polyelectrolyte adsorption onto the 
crystal. The reference frequency is given by the 
resonance frequency of the crystal in contact to 
water. For the PEM buildup the polyelectrolyte 
solution is rinsed over the crystal for 15 min, 
followed by washing for 10 min. All solutions 
employed in one multilayer formation process are 
adjusted to the same pH value, even the washing 
solution. During the switching of the assembling 
solution, the solvent (60 µL/min) was followed 
for several minutes to rinse the chamber and the 
all experiments were conduct at 25 ± 0.02°C[40].

Optical reflectometry (OR).
The optical instrument NanoCalc-XR (Ocean 

Optics, Germany) was used to measure the near-
normal reflection spectroscopy of the thin film 
deposited on silicon wafer, and calculate thefilm 
thickness based on the reflection spectrum. The 
thickness of the thin film was determined by 
optical reflectometry (λ range 200-1100 nm)[41] 
with a blank silicon slide as reference. 

Results and Discussion                                                   

Influence of pH value 

Fig. 1. Reflection spectra of the CGG/ poly (carboxylic acids) thin films prepared at different pH values. (A) (CGG/
CMC)30 (B) (CGG/PAA)30 (for clarity the spectra are intentionally offset).
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CGG and poly (carboxylic acids) (CMC; PAA) 
were alternately deposited on the silicon substrate 
with 30 assembly cycles at different pH values.  
Their reflection spectra are shown in figure 1. 
Only in limited range of pH (3-4) oscillation in the 
spectra indicates that oscillation in the spectrum 
occur. These oscillations are Fabry-Perót fringes 
originate from interferences between light beams 
transmitted and partially reflected at the film - air 
and film – silicon interfaces.The thickness of the 
film can determine through the equation [42]: 

2
( )

k k m

k k m

m
d

n
+

+

λ λ
=

λ + λ                                   
(1)

where d is the film thickness; n is the effective 
refractive index of the film; λk and λk + m 
are the peak positions of the kth and (k + m) 
th interference in the spectrum; and m is the 
difference of the level between these two peaks. 
The peaks of Fabry-Perót fringes are determined 
by the optical thickness of the thin film (production 
of the physical thickness and refractive index 
of the thin film) and the thicknesses of the thin 
films prepared at different pH value are calculated 
based on Equation (1), and further confirmed 
by data fitting using the software of NanoCalc-
10n. The thickness of the thin films prepared at 
different pH values were shown in Figure  2.

Absence of Fabry-Perót fringes for pH > 
4 does not necessary means that there is no 

thin film deposit. S. Yang et al. shown that the 
optical interference phenomenon will be present 
if the three conditions are fulfilled; firstly there 
should be an obvious refractive index contrast 
between thin film and substrate, secondly, the film 
thickness should reach the level of the wavelength 
of the light source, thirdly the film should be very 
smooth [42].

The thin film is made from CGG/ poly 
(carboxylic acids) and the refractive index of the 
thin film is about 1.50. The substrate is silicon 
and the refractive index of silicon is about 3.87. 
There exists an obvious refractive index contrast 
between the thin film and the substrate. If the film 
does not have optical interference, the reason 
could be that the film does not meet thickness 
requirement or the thin film is too rough. If 
the thin film is thinner than 200 nm, it will be 
difficult to observe the apparent oscillation in the 
visible spectrum. If the thin meets the thickness 
requirement but the thin film is very rough, 
the light scattering will suppress the optical 
interference. FT-IR spectra able to detect thinner 
thin film. The FT-IR spectra of the CGG/CMC and 
CGG/PAA prepared at different pHs are shown in 
Figure 3. At pH 2.5 or less for both systems and at 
pH ≥ 4.5 [(CGG/CMC)30] and at pH ≥ 5 [(CGG/
PAA)30], IR signal of the CGG/CMC and CGG/
PAA cannot be detected. The combined reflection 
and infrared data thus confirm that CGG/ poly 
(carboxylic acids) (CMC, PAA) deposit on 
silicon substrate as thin film.

Fig. 2. The thickness of (CGG/ poly (carboxylic acids))30 thin films prepared at different pH values.
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pH is an important processing parameter for 
controlling thickness of LbL assembly film. It 
has been used to tune the assembly process of 
weak polyelectrolytes because pH affects their 
charge density and chain conformation via their 
degree of ionization. Since CGG is a strong 
polyelectrolyte, the influence of pH upon charge 
density is limited. In contrast CMC and PAA 
are weak polyelectrolytes. As the pH value of 
the solution increases, the degree of ionization 
of CMC and PAA and their charge density 
correspondingly increases. The charge density and 
chain conformation of CMC and PAA affects their 
interaction with CGG. It has been reported that 
FT-IR can be used to characterize the ionization 
degree of CMC [40] and PAA[43, 44]by using the 
following equation:

100%COO

COOH COO

A
A A

−

−

δ = ×
+

                 
(2)

where δ  is the degree of ionization of CMC 
and PAA, COO

A − and COO
A −  are the absorbances 

of COOـand COOH, respectively. In acidic 
conditions, at pH 2.0 CMC shows 14 % ionization 
degree whereas the PAA exist in the nonionized 
form. When the pH higher than 8.0, the CMC is 
100 % ionized, and at pH 9.5, the PAA is almost 
fully ionized. PAA is a vinyl polymer and its main 
chain is hydrophobic, whereas the main chain of 
CMC is hydrophilic. Being composed of glucose 

rings, it has a higher hydrationlevel than PAA. 
Conversely, the pH is an effective way to control 
the chain conformation of PAA.

As the ionization degree of poly (carboxylic 
acids) increases, their electrostatic interaction 
with CGG also increase, favors their complexation 
and thus their LbL assembly. Increasing further 
the pH, the hydration of CMC and CGG both 
change as well as chain conformation of PAA. 
At pH 2 or less than pH 2, the ionization degree 
of poly (carboxylic acids) are relatively low and 
CGG and poly (carboxylic acids) do not have 
enough electrostatic interaction to form the thin 
film. When the pH value of the solution increases, 
the electrostatic interaction strengthens and can 
overcome the hydration effect, so CGG and poly 
(carboxylic acids) can be LbL assembled.In the 
neutron pH value region and above, the hydration 
becomes dominated and poly (carboxylic acids) 
and CGG are hard to prepare the thin film.

It is known that the chain conformation 
has a significant influence on the multilayer 
growth because the extent of surface charge 
overcompensation is governed by the chain 
conformation on the surface. pH is an essential and 
effective way to control the chain conformation 
of polyelectrolyte but mainly for flexible 
polyelectrolytes such as PAA and PAH.CGG and 
CMC are semiflexible polyelectrolytes whereas 
PAA is flexible one. The chain conformations of 
CGG and CMC do not change much when the pH 

Fig. 3. The FT-IR spectra of CGG/ poly (carboxylic acids) thin films prepared at different pH values. (A) (CGG/
CMC)30; (B) (CGG/PAA)30 (for clarity the spectra are intentionally offset).
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value of the solution changes. In sharp contrast 
with the behavior of PAA. At lower pHs, only a 
few or none of the carboxyl groups of PAA are 
ionized, and they hydrogen bond between them: 
the chain has compact conformation. As pH 
increases, more carboxyl groups are ionized, the 
impact of intermolecular H bonding is reduced 
and the polymer chain expands. In short, when the 
pH shifts from low to high values, the PAA chains 
conformation shifts from compact to expand. 
Overall, this expansion explain the formation of a 
slightly thicker thin film prepared form CGG/PAA 
in compared to CGG/CMC at same pH value.

A QCM was used to monitor the CGG/ poly 
(carboxylic acids) films growth in Situ. QCM 
is a powerful techniques to follow the film 
formation process that further provides insights 
into their molecular composition. When a rigid 
layer is evenly deposited on one or both sides of 
the electrodes on the quartz crystal, its resonant 
frequency will decreases proportionally to the 
mass of the absorbed layer according to the 
Sauerbrey equation [45]:

  

0

- -q ql f fm C
f n n

ρ ∆ ∆
∆ = =

                      
(3)

Where Δm is the mass increment, 
0f  is the 

fundamental frequency, qρ  and ql  are the 
specific density and thickness of the quartz 
crystal, respectively, C is the constant of the 

resonant chip and n is the overtone number. Fig. 4 
illustrates the variation during the assembly cycle. 
The frequency exhibit a large decrease, when 
CGG/CMC and CGG/PAA were deposited at pH 
3.5, but a very small one at pH 7.0. Consistent 
with the Sauerbrey equation, at pH 3.5 the CGG/ 
poly (carboxylic acids) film growth is very fast, 
whereas at pH 7.0 growth is extremely slow, 
which is consistent with the results in Fig. 1 and 
Fig. 2. Applying the Sauerbrey equation (C= 
17.7 ng/ Hz1cm2 and n= 3) to these data indicates 
thatthe stable mass growth for CGG/PAA and 
CGG/CMC at pH 3.5 are 11.976 and 9.441 µg/ 
cm2 per assembly cycle respectively. However, 
at pH 7.0, the mass growth for CGG/PAA and 
CGG/CMC are only 0.268 and 0.237 µg/ cm2 per 
assembly cycle respectively.

Influence of Ionic Strength
Ionic strength is one of an important 

parameters governing the formation of 
polyelectrolyte multilayer films. The influence 
of ionic strength on film growth has been studied 
systematically, mostly for PEMs based on 
synthetic polyelectrolytes such as PSS/PDDAand 
PSS/PAH [46-48], and the film thickness was 
found increase with ionic strength [49, 50].

The thickness growth of polysaccharides 
thin film dependence on ionic strength differs 
from that of synthetic polyelectrolyte complex 
thin films. Lundin et al. have shown that the 
film thickness of chitosan (CHI)/heparin (HEP) 
increases with ionic strength [51]. Recent studies 

Fig. 4. The frequency shift of the CGG / poly (carboxylic acids) films as a function of assembly cycle. 
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have shown that, the thickness of poly (L-lysine) 
(PLL)/hyaluronan (HA) and Cationic starch/
anionic starch film are increases initially with but 
decreases with higher ionic strength concentration 
[18, 52]. We also showed that the ionic strength 
dependence of theQC/CMC film thickness differs 
from that of synthetic polyelectrolyte complex 
thin films: With increasing the ionic strength, the 
growth becomes slow when adding 0.5 M NaCl, 
the thin film growth is almost hindered [40].

Generally speaking the growth of PEMs with 
ionic strength is governed by the weakening 
of electrostatic interaction between (a) 
identically charged groups in the same chain 
(b) between the adjacent layers. For synthetic 
polyelectrolyte complex films, as the ionic 
strength concentration increases the chains 
adopt a more coiled conformation because of 
the reduction of electrostatic between the similar 
charge groups along the same chain. But at high 
salt concentration more loops and tails are present 
at polymer/ solution interface, which enhances 
the extent chain interpenetration and a higher 
surface charge overcompensation, causing the 
multilayer to grow exponentially [49]. The effect 
of ionic strength on thickness grows in natural 
polyelectrolyte is dominated by weakening the 
electrostatic interaction between the neighboring 
layers at high salt concentration.

In the present study, CGG and poly (carboxylic 
acids) are deposited on silicon substrate at pH 
3.5 with sodium chloride concentration ranging 
from 0.001 to 1 M. The FT-IR spectra of the 
films prepared at different sodium chloride 
concentration are display in Figure 5. The 
behavior of CGG/CMC and CGG/PAA are 
significantly when Concentration of NaCl from 
0.001 M and 0.1 M. At higher NaCl concentration 
CGG/CMC shows no absorbance as shown in 
figure 5A, whereas a small signal remains for 
CGG/PAA from NaCl concentration ≥ 0.4 M as 
shown in figure 5B. These results indicate that 
the film formation follows two distinct regimes: 
significant film growth at low ionic strength, and 
virtually no CGG/CMC or very limited CGG/
PAA as soon as NaCl concertation > 0.1 M. 

The reflection spectra of the (CGG/ poly 
(carboxylic acids))30 thin films were also recorded 
and are displayed in Figure 6. Only the thin 
film prepared at 0.001M or 0.01M, show strong 
oscillations in the reflection spectrum. However, 
the oscillations of CGG/PAA films significantly 
clearer than those off CGG/CMC once. Whereas 
the infra-red results would suggest that the 
CGG/PAA and CGG/CMC are comparable, the 
reflection spectra indicate that CGG/PAA films 
have much more regular organization thin film 
surface. 

Fig. 5. (A) (CGG/CMC)30 (B) (CGG/PAA)30 (for clarity the spectra are intentionally offset).
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Generally speaking, the polyelectrolyte 
conformation is determined by the total chain 
persistence length (

pL ), which is a measure of 
effective chain rigidity of the polyelectrolyte. Lp 
expressed as [18, 53]:

0p eL L L= +                                                          (4)

Where 0L  is the bare persistence length, 
corresponding to the rigidity of an uncharged 
chain 0L  is independent of the salt concentration 
[54], and the electrostatic persistence length eL   is 
given by the following equation [53]:

2

24
B

e
ll

k
τ

=                                                                (5)

Where Bl  is the Bjerrum length, τ    is the linear 
charge density and k-1 is the Debye length [18, 
54]. eL  is result from the electrostatic repulsion 
between identically charged groups from the 
same chain, since k-1 is inversely proportional 
to the square root of ionic strength, eL depend 
on salt concentration [55]. At all ionic strength 
decrease, pL  results, contributions of 0L and eL . 
In other word as 0L  is constant pL  varies as eL .  
At low salt concentration, eL increase, which lead 
to increase pL . Subsequently, the polyelectrolyte 
chains would adopt a more coiled conformation 
at polymer / solution interface with because 
the electrostatic repulsion between identically 

charged groups becomes weaker, which favors 
the multilayer growth due to higher chain 
interpretation surface charge overcompensation. 
In addition, the strength of electrostatic attraction 
between oppositely charged chains from the 
neighboring layers decreases with the increasing 
salt concentration, which unfavorable for the 
multilayer growth [18].

In the present case, the ionic strength impact 
on the interfacial complexation of CGG and poly 
(carboxylic acids) is similarly by (a) the delicate 
balance between the weakening of electrostatic 
repulsion between the identically charged groups 
and (b) the decrease of electrostatic attraction 
between neighboring layers. For CGG/CMC, at 
low salt concentration the growth of multilayer 
is dominated by the weakening of electrostatic 
repulsion between identically charged groups. 
When the salt concentration is ≥ 0.1 M, the eL
values of CMC and CGG decrease, and thus the 
contribution of eL  to  pL  can be neglected. pL  
would keep almost constant with salt concentration, 
therefore the chain conformation and the extent of 
surface charge overcompensation slightly change 
with ionic strength even though the electrostatic 
repulsion is gradually screened by the added salts. 
In contrast, with the increase of ionic strength, the 
electrostatic attraction between the neighboring 
layers is also screened, which is unfavorable 
for multilayer growth due to decreased of chain 
interpenetration. At high salt concentration the 

Fig. 6. Reflection spectra of the CGG/ poly (carboxylic acids) thin films prepared at pH 3.5 with adding different 
content of sodium chloride. (A) (CGG/CMC)30 (B) (CGG/PAA)30 (for clarity the spectra are intentionally 
offset).
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effect weakening of electrostatic attraction on the 
multilayer dominates over that of the weakening 
of electrostatic repulsion. 

The behavior of CGG/PAA at CNaCl ≤ 
0.4 M is similar to that of CGG/CMC CNaCl 
≤ 0.1M. When the ionic strength is above 0.4 
M the electrostatic persistence length eL  of 
CGG and PAA decrease, therefore the extent of 
surface charge overcompensation induced by 
the adsorption of CGG chains slightly changes 
with salt concentration. However the PAA 
chains adopt a more coiled conformation. A 
stronger surface charge overcompensation thus 
results with increasing ionic strength. It is also 
worth noting that the electrostatic attraction 
between neighboring layers always decreases 
with increasing ionic strength. Consequently, the 
growth of CGG/PAA at salt concentration above 
0.4 M is prohibited.

For further evidence of the effects of salt 
on the complexation behavior of CGG and 
poly (carboxylic acids) (CMC and PAA), the 
CGG solution and the poly (carboxylic acids) 
solution were mixed at a 1:1 molar ratio with 
different ionic strength concentration. The 
solutionturbidity, which can be used to evaluate 
the complexation behavior of polyelectrolyte. 
The mixed was measured with UV-visible 

spectrometer. As shown in Figure 7. At low salt 
concentration, the solution is cloudy, which 
indicate the possibility to fabricate a thin film. 
When the salt concentration is higher than 0.1 M, 
the mixed solution becomes clear, which indicate 
solid-like polymer complexes are hard to form, 
and interfacial complexation is prohibited [56].

Influence of Temperature
Temperature, which changes the chain 

conformation of the polyelectrolyte in the 
solution. It modifies and thus can be used to 
control and adjust the thickness of LbL films 
produce with synthetic polyelectrolyte complexes 
or the hydrogen-bonded material. The thicknesses 
of the thin films in the present work are calculated 
based on Equation (1) and further confirmed 
by data fitting using the software of NanoCalc-
10n. As shown in Figure 8, the thicker films are 
produced at higher temperatures investigated.

To further demonstrate the effect of 
temperature on the complexation behavior of 
CGG and poly (carboxylic acids), The FT-IR 
spectroscopy was applied to characterize the 
fabricated thin films at different temperatures. 
As shown in the Figure 9 FT-IR spectra indicate 
that at a temperature from 10 °C to 60°C, CGG 
and poly (carboxylic acids) are successfully 
transferred to the silicon substrate.

Fig. 7. Reflection spectra of the CGG/ poly (carboxylic acids) thin films prepared at pH 3.5 with adding different 
content of sodium chloride. (A) (CGG/CMC)30 (B) (CGG/PAA)30 (for clarity the spectra are intentionally 
offset).
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Tan et al. explored the temperature 
dependence of PSS/PDDA multilayers buildup 
in terms of film swelling and melting [57]. They 
suggested, that an increased temperatures  result 
in an increased in tendency to send loops and tails 
into the solution, thus the film and providing the 
kinetic energy necessary to surmount the barriers 
to conformational changes. Salomaki et al. 
studied the effect of temperature on the buildup of 

PEM systems made of PSS/PDDA and PSS/PAH 
pairs [58]. They observe that initial growth in 
the multilayer is independent of temperature and 
that high temperature the buildup regime changes 
from totally linear to partially exponential. Ma 
et al. investigated the effect of temperature of 
hydrogen-bonded films of poly (vinylpyrrolidone) 
PVPON/PAA. They confirmed that the PVPON/
PAA thickness growth and cloudiness increases 

Fig. 8. Thickness of the (CGG/ poly (carboxylic acids))30 thin films prepared at different temperature) and at pH 
3.5.

Fig. 9. The FT-IR spectra of the CGG/ poly (carboxylic acids) thin films prepared at pH 3.5 and at different 
temperatures. (A) (CGG/CMC)30 (B) (CGG/PAA)30 (for clarity the spectra are intentionally offset).
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significantly with temperature [59]. In our 
previous study on natural polyelectrolyte complex 
thin film. We also confirm that higher temperatures 
accelerate the thickness growth of the film [40].

Oppositely charged polyelectrolytes interact 
electrostatically and form complexes in a process 
that is promoted by an increase in entropy which 
is due to a release of counterions. It means that 
the entropy is positive and it can compensate the 
unfavorable enthalpy. Increasing temperature 
amplifies the entropy contribution and induces 
more negative free energy. From the rmodynamic 
view point, increasing temperature helps to form 
thin films. Very frequently, LbL assembly does 
not generated a”clean”laminated structure since 
interpenetration of layers occurs to some degree. 
For weak polyelectrolyte or hydrogen-bonded 
films, the level of interpenetration is significant 
as indicated by the strongpolymer diffusion 
inside the film. Picart et al. put forward in- and 
out-diffusion mode to establish the mechanism of 
the exponential growth mode of the PLL/HA film 
[60]. There are two kinds of diffusion: diffusion 
from the solution to the interface, and polymer 
diffusion inside the film. Fromthe faster kinetic, 
we observe that increasing temperature speed up 
the diffusion.

Conclusion                                                                           

The LbL assembly of CGG and poly 
(carboxylic acids) as exemplified in this study 
(CMC and PAA) are affected by hydration and 
electrostatic attraction. Their thin film growth 
can be controlled by the pH, ionic strength and 
temperature. As the temperature increases, the 
film growth is faster. We establish that the growth 
of thin films with ionic strength is determine 
by delicate balance between the weakening of 
electrostatic repulsion between the identically 
charged groups and the decrease of electrostatic 
interaction between the neighboring layers. 
Therefore, at low salt concentration CGG and 
poly (carboxylic acids) can be LbL-assembled, 
as the ionicstrength increases, thefilm growth 
is gradually restricted. In neutral pH, high pH 
value and pH value less than 2.5, CGG and poly 
(carboxylic acids) do not assemble.
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